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The anti-Shine–Dalgarno sequence drives
translational pausing and codon choice in bacteria
Gene-Wei Li1, Eugene Oh1 & Jonathan S. Weissman1

Protein synthesis by ribosomes takes place on a linear substrate but
at non-uniform speeds. Transient pausing of ribosomes can affect
a variety of co-translational processes, including protein targeting
and folding1. These pauses are influenced by the sequence of the
messenger RNA2. Thus, redundancy in the genetic code allows the
same protein to be translated at different rates. However, our
knowledge of both the position and the mechanism of translational
pausing in vivo is highly limited. Here we present a genomewide analysis of translational pausing in bacteria by ribosome
profiling—deep sequencing of ribosome-protected mRNA fragments3–5. This approach enables the high-resolution measurement
of ribosome density profiles along most transcripts at unperturbed,
endogenous expression levels. Unexpectedly, we found that codons
decoded by rare transfer RNAs do not lead to slow translation under
nutrient-rich conditions. Instead, Shine–Dalgarno-(SD)6-like features within coding sequences cause pervasive translational pausing.
Using an orthogonal ribosome7,8 possessing an altered anti-SD
sequence, we show that pausing is due to hybridization between
the mRNA and 16S ribosomal RNA of the translating ribosome.
In protein-coding sequences, internal SD sequences are disfavoured,
which leads to biased usage, avoiding codons and codon pairs that
resemble canonical SD sites. Our results indicate that internal SDlike sequences are a major determinant of translation rates and a
global driving force for the coding of bacterial genomes.
Our current understanding of sequence-dependent translation rates
in vivo derives largely from pioneering work begun in the 1980s9–13.
These studies, which measured protein synthesis times using pulse labelling, established that different mRNAs could be translated with different
elongation rates. In particular, messages decoded by less abundant
tRNAs were translated slowly, although this effect was exaggerated by
the overexpression of mRNA, which can lead to the depletion of available
tRNAs10. Even with fixed tRNA usage, different synonymously coded
mRNAs were translated at different rates13. This result, together with the
observation of biased occurrence of adjacent codon pairs14, suggested
that tRNA abundance is not the only determinant of elongation rates.
Further investigations addressing what determines the rate of translation
in vivo, however, have been hampered by the limited temporal and
positional resolution of existing techniques.
To provide a high-resolution view of local translation rates, we used
the recently developed ribosome profiling strategy3–5 to map ribosome
occupancy along each mRNA (Supplementary Fig. 1). We focused on
two distantly related bacterial species, the Gram-negative bacterium
Escherichia coli and the Gram-positive bacterium Bacillus subtilis. To
preserve the state of translation, cells were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen
after the rapid filtration of exponential-phase cultures. Ribosomeprotected footprints were generated through nuclease treatment of cell
extract in the presence of inhibitors of translation elongation (see
Methods). These steps ensured that most ribosomes were polysomeassociated after lysis and stayed assembled as 70S particles during
digestion (Supplementary Fig. 2). After deep sequencing, 2,257 genes
in E. coli and 1,580 genes in B. subtilis had an average coverage of
at least ten sequencing reads per codon. The observed variability of
1

ribosome footprint profiles across individual genes was highly reproducible (r 5 0.99 between biological replicates; Supplementary Fig. 3).
Several observations argued that ribosome transit time is proportional to the occupancy at each position. First, we observed negligible
internal initiation and early termination associated with ribosome
pause sites (Supplementary Fig. 4). Second, ribosomes remained intact
during footprinting, which enabled the large majority of ribosomeprotected fragments to be captured (Supplementary Fig. 2). Third, the
variability introduced during the conversion of RNA fragments into a
sequenceable DNA library contributed minimally to our measures of
variability in ribosome occupancy (Supplementary Fig. 5).
With our genome-wide view of local translation rates, we confirmed
established examples of peptide-mediated stalling at transcripts secM15
and tnaC16 in E. coli and mifM17 in B. subtilis (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 6). Strikingly, in addition to these known stalling sites, the
observed ribosome occupancy was highly variable across coding
regions, as illustrated for secA in Fig. 1a. We found that ribosome
density often surpasses by more than tenfold the mean density, and
the vast majority of these translational pauses are uncharacterized.
We first sought to determine whether the identity of the codon being
decoded could account for the differences in local translation rates, by
examining the average ribosome occupancy for each of the 61 codons
in the ribosomal A-site. Surprisingly, there was little correlation
between the average occupancy of a codon and existing measurements
of the abundance of corresponding tRNAs18 (Fig. 1b, c and Supplementary Fig. 7). Most notably, the six serine codons had the highest
ribosome occupancy for E. coli cultured in Luria broth (Fig. 1b).
Because serine is the first amino acid to be catabolized by E. coli when
sugar is absent19,20, we reasoned that the increased ribosome occupancy
might be due to limited serine supply. Indeed, serine-associated pauses
were greatly decreased in glucose-supplemented MOPS medium
(Fig. 1c). The increase in serine codon occupancy when glucose
becomes limiting confirmed our ability to capture translation rates at
each codon. However, the identity of the A-site codon, which had less
than a twofold effect on ribosome occupancy (Fig. 1c), could not
account for the large variability in ribosome density along messages.
What, then, are the sequence features that cause slow translation?
Without a priori knowledge about where such features would be
located relative to the ribosomal A-site, we calculated the crosscorrelation function between intragenic ribosome occupancy profiles
and the presence of a given trinucleotide sequence on the mRNA
independently of reading frames. Strong correlation was observed
for six trinucleotide sequences (Fig. 1d) that resembled features found
in Shine–Dalgarno (SD)6 sequences. The highest correlation occurred
when the SD-like feature was 8–11 nucleotides upstream of the position occupied by the ribosomal A-site. This spacing coincides with the
optimal spacing for ribosome binding at start codons21. However,
unlike canonical SD sites, which enable initiation of translation, the
observed pauses were associated with SD-like features within the body
of coding regions. The accumulation of ribosomes at internal SD-like
sequences was observed across two divergent phyla of bacteria
(Fig. 2a), suggesting that the phenomenon occurs generally in bacteria.
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Figure 1 | Analysis of translational pausing using ribosome profiling in
bacteria. a, Validation of the ribosome stalling site in the secM mRNA.
b, c, Average ribosome occupancy of each codon relative to their respective
tRNA abundances for E. coli. b, For growth in Luria broth, elevated occupancy at

serine codons (blue) probably reflects preferential depletion of this amino acid.
c, In glucose-rich medium, the ribosome occupancy is independent of tRNA
abundance. d, Plot of cross-correlation function between ribosome occupancy
profiles and the presence of the indicated trinucleotide sequences for E. coli.

The same correlation was not observed for the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, whose ribosomes, like those of other
eukaryotes, do not contain an anti-SD (aSD) site.
As predicted by a model in which the interaction between mRNA
and the aSD site of the 16S rRNA drives pausing, the predicted
hybridization free energy of a hexanucleotide to the aSD sequence

was a strong indicator of its average downstream ribosome occupancy
(Fig. 2b). Furthermore, there was a clear correspondence on individual
transcripts between SD-like sequences and pauses. For example, Fig. 2c
shows that in ompF, individual SD-like features are associated with elevated ribosome occupancy 8–11 nucleotides downstream. Moreover, a
synonymous mutation (GGUGGU to GGCGGC) that decreased the
affinity for the aSD site led to reduced ribosome occupancy specifically
at the mutated sequence, suggesting a causal relationship between the
SD-like feature and the excess ribosome density.
We next sought to evaluate directly whether the excess footprint density seen at internal SD-like sequences was due to pausing
of elongating ribosomes rather than attempted internal initiation,
driven by SD–aSD interactions (Fig. 3a). To distinguish between these
possibilities, we used a previously described orthogonal ribosome (Oribosome) system in which a mutant form of the 16S rRNA with an
altered aSD site is expressed together with wild-type 16S rRNA8.
O-ribosomes containing the mutant 16S RNA will only translate a
target mRNA that has the corresponding orthogonal SD (O-SD)
sequence before its start codon. Conversely, a message whose translation is driven by the O-SD sequence will only be translated by
O-ribosomes, and not by wild-type ribosomes. This system thus allows
one to determine the source of regions of excess ribosome footprints,
because elongating O-ribosomes would pause at internal O-SD
sequences, whereas attempted internal initiation would still occur at
SD sequences as a result of the cellular pool of wild-type ribosomes.
We compared the ribosome occupancy profiles of a lacZ message
that was translated by either O-ribosomes or wild-type ribosomes. The
occupancy profile of the lacZ message exclusively translated by
O-ribosomes was correlated with O-SD-like features, and not with
SD-like features (Fig. 3c). This is in marked contrast with the same
lacZ sequence translated by wild-type ribosomes (Fig. 3b). As an
internal control in O-ribosome-expressing cells, all other genes, which
were translated by wild-type ribosomes, still maintained SD-correlated
ribosome occupancy profiles (Fig. 3c). These observations established
that elongating ribosomes pause during protein synthesis and that
hybridization between the aSD site in the elongating ribosome and
internal SD-like sequences gives rise to these pauses.
Global analysis of pause sites revealed that internal SD-like
sequences are the dominant feature controlling translational pausing:
about 70% of the strong pauses (that is, those that have ribosome
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Figure 2 | Relationship between ribosome pausing and internal Shine–
Dalgarno sequences. a, Plot of correlation between ribosome occupancy and
SD-like features for E. coli, B. subtilis and S. cerevisiae. b, Plot of the average
ribosome occupancy of hexanucleotide sequences relative to their affinity for
the anti-Shine–Dalgarno sequence. c, Reprogrammed pausing by recoding the
ompF mRNA. Ribosome occupancy (red) increases when the A-site is 8–11
nucleotides downstream (arrow) of SD-like features (green). Synonymous
mutations replacing the SD-like sequence (GGUGGUG) in wild-type ompF
(top) with a sequence (GGCGGCG) with lower affinity for the aSD site
(bottom) caused a corresponding decrease in ribosome pausing.
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Figure 3 | Pausing of elongating ribosomes due to SD–aSD interaction.
a, Two models could account for the excess ribosome density at internal SD-like
sequences. b, Ribosome occupancy of lacZ mRNA translated by wild-type
ribosome. Like other genes translated by the wild-type ribosome, the ribosome
occupancy pattern along lacZ is correlated with the presence of SD-like
sequences (left), not with the O-SD sequence (right). Cyan, lacZ; black; all other
genes. c, Ribosome occupancy of lacZ mRNA translated by orthogonal
ribosome (O-ribosome). Unlike other genes in the same cells, the specialized
O-SD lacZ has ribosome pausing at internal O-SD-like sequences (right), not at
SD-like sites (left). Orange, lacZ; black; all other genes.

occupancies more than tenfold over the mean) are associated with SD
sites (Supplementary Fig. 8). Although the interaction between
internal SD sequences in a message and elongating ribosomes has been
documented in specialized cases, including promoting frame-shifting
in vivo22,23 and ribosome stalling in single-molecule experiments in
vitro24, there was little indication that internal SD-like sequences are
the major determinant of elongation rate during translation.
Because translational pausing limits the amount of free ribosomes
available for initiating protein synthesis, widespread internal SD-like
sequences could decrease bacterial growth rates. Accordingly, we
found that strong SD-like sequences are generally avoided in the
coding region of E. coli genes: hexamer sequences that strongly bind
aSD sites are universally rare, whereas low-affinity hexamers have
variable rates of occurrence (Fig. 4a). Consistent with translational
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pausing being the driving force for this bias, depletion of SD-like
sequences was observed only in protein-coding genes, and not in genes
encoding rRNA or tRNA (Supplementary Fig. 9). The selection against
SD-like features in turn impacts both synonymous codon choice and
codon-pair choice. At the codon level, SD-like codons GAG, AGG and
GGG are all minor codons in E. coli and B. subtilis. The evolutionary
origin of codon selection is often attributed to differences in tRNA
abundance2,25 because its level is correlated with codon usage18.
Instead, we propose that SD-like codons are disfavoured as a result
of their interactions with rRNA, and that tRNA expression levels
followed codon adaptation.
At the codon-pair level, we can now account for the selection against
two consecutive codons that resemble SD sequences. This is illustrated
for Gly-Gly pairs, which are coded by GGNGGN sequences (Fig. 4b).
The most abundant Gly-Gly coding sequence, GGCGGC, has the lowest
affinity for the aSD sequence, whereas Gly-Gly coding sequences that
strongly resemble SD sites, including GGAGGU, which perfectly complements the aSD site, rarely appear. This under-representation holds
even after correcting for the usage of individual codons (Fig. 4b, colour
coding); for example, GGAGGU is considerably less common than
GGUGGA. Other amino-acid pairs that can be coded with strong SD
sites also showed the same bias (Supplementary Fig. 10). The preference
in codon pairs stems from the sequence identity and not codon identity,
because the same trend is seen in hexamers that are not aligned to codon
pairs (Supplementary Fig. 11). Although not every bias in codon-pair
usage can be explained here, the disadvantage associated with SDinduced translational pausing offers a clear mechanistic view of why
certain codon pairs are avoided.
Despite the selection against internal SD-like sequences, they
remain a major driving force for translational pausing. In addition,
we found similar pausing patterns between conserved genes in E. coli
and B. subtilis (Fig. 4c). For an mRNA encoding a specific protein, it
may not be possible to fully eliminate sequences with affinity for the
aSD site without changing the peptide sequence. For example, in the
case of Gly-Gly, even the GGCGGC pair has substantial affinity for
the aSD site. The optimization for translation rate therefore cannot be
achieved only at the level of mRNA coding: it is also constrained by the
requirement to make a functional peptide sequence.
The observation that the ability of elongating ribosomes to interact
with SD-like sequences is highly conserved suggests that this mechanism
of pausing is exploited for functional purposes. Indeed, a highly conserved internal SD site exists in the gene encoding peptide chain release
factor 2 (RF2)26. This sequence has an important function in promoting
a translational frameshift to enable its expression. In addition, pausing
at internal SD-like sites could modulate the co-translational folding of
the nascent peptide chain (Supplementary Fig. 12). Finally, given the
coupling between transcription and translation in bacteria27,28, pausing
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at SD sites could be exploited for transcriptional regulation. We
observed internal SD sites and pausing near the stop codon of transcription attenuation leader peptides29, including trpL and thrL
(Supplementary Fig. 13). In contrast to ribosome stalling at regulatory
codons during starvation, slow translation near the stop codon could
protect alternative structural mRNA elements to prevent the formation
of anti-termination stem-loops, thereby ensuring proper transcription
termination30. Our approach and the genome-wide data lay the
groundwork for further gene-specific functional studies of translational pausing.
From a more practical perspective, ribosome pausing at internal SD
sites presents both a challenge and an opportunity for heterologous
protein expression in bacteria. Overexpression of eukaryotic proteins
with strong internal SD sites would sequester ribosomes and compromise protein yield. Internal SD sequences could be reduced by
recoding the gene, which has not been considered in conventional
strategies of simple codon optimization or overexpression of rare
tRNAs. Conversely, recoding can introduce internal SD sites if pausing
is required for co-translational processing. Positioning of internal SD
sites therefore adds another dimension to the optimization of heterologous protein expression.
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E. coli MG1655 and B. subtilis 168 were used as wild-type strains. E. coli BJW9 has
synonymous substitutions at G141 and G142 in the ompF gene. The orthogonal
ribosome experiment was performed in E. coli BW25113 with two plasmids:
pSC101-G9, expressing orthogonal 16S rRNA, and pJW1422, expressing O-SDlacZ mRNA. pSC101-G9 was a gift from J. Chin8. pJW1422 has lacZ driven from
a tacII promoter and an O-ribosome binding site 59-AUCCCA-39. Luria broth was
used for B. subtilis culture. Cell cultures were harvested at a D600 of 0.3–0.4. Flashfreezing and ribosome footprinting was described previously5. 59-Guanylyl
imidodiphosphate (3 mM) was added to the lysate before thawing and during
footprinting to prevent translation after lysis. Conversion of mRNA footprints to a
complementary DNA library was described previously4,5. Deep sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 system, and the results were aligned to reference
genomes using Bowtie v. 0.12.0. The cross-correlation function is defined as
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23.

for the series X 5 x1, x2, …, xN and Y 5 y1, y2, …, yN, where mX and sX are the average
and the standard deviation of series X, respectively.
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Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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